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A popular question tackled by nearly all students. Generally answered well apart
from the fact that some confused dry density and bulk or dry unit weight in 
calculating the OMC and MDD.







An unpopular question tackled by a small number of students. The lower bound part was generally
answered correctly. The upper bound however was less well answered. Some students ignored
the instruction to have a Prandtl-type mechanism at the base of the sheet pile walls, but showed
that they knew how to calculate an upper bound nonetheless. 







A popular question tackled by most students. The most common and significant error was in
the choice of elastic modulus in the elastic and consolitation settlement calculations - the 
two values E and E_0 were often conflated, resulting in strange settlement calculation. The latter
part of the question was answered very well.







An unpopular question answered by only a handful of students. Part a was generally answered 
very well, whereas part b was less successfully tackled. Some students failed to notice that the
connection betweent the foundations and pylon truss was prescribed as a frictionless ball - thereby
precluding the generation of moments at the connection and simplifying the solution significantly.


